




LEGAL AND REGULATORY ASPECTS

The conundrum of Online Gaming being or not being gambling/betting can be 
resolved by basing the legality of the sport on whether the same falls under 
the classification of ‘game of skill’ or a ‘game of chance’. While a game of 
chance is axiomatically considered gambling as per the Indian laws, a game 
of skill (mere skill/preponderance of skill) is beyond the purview of gambling.

In 2017, The Federation of Indian Fantasy Sports (FIFS), was formed as and in 
form of a self – regulatory body that has since its inception been working 
towards formulation and monitoring the set of standardized practices for the 
OFSG industry thereby ensuring the underlined interest of various 
stakeholders and consumers adequately and appropriately.

Various litigations pertaining to Online Gaming have already concluded 
before various Courts across India therein acknowledging the contribution 
made by the Online Gaming industry; many are yet to be adjudicated. While 
challenges remain consistent, it remains a fact that the potential which the 
Online Gaming industry carries is immense.  
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For the purpose of regulation of Gambling/Betting laws in India, the Public 
Gambling Act, 1867 is in force. As such, the Act criminalizes such actions that 
may amount to gambling by imposition of penalties along with other 
measures. However, what calls for attention is Section 12 of the Act, which 
excludes a game of ‘mere skill’ from the blanket of Gambling. In addition to 
the Public Gambling Act, various states have invoked their authority as 
warranted under Entry 34 (List II)- Schedule 7 to put laws in place to 
regulate Gambling/regulate Gambling/Betting. 

In 2020, The Gaming Charter was introduced by the FIFS (erstwhile IIFSG) in 
order to introduce a self-regulatory mechanism for Online Fantasy Sports 
Platforms OFSP’s within the territory of India. The technology think tank, NITI 
Aayog which runs under the aegis of the Central Government issued draft 
guidelines in December 2020 to regulate the fantasy gaming industry in India 
by introducing a single, self-regulatory body for fantasy sports. In addition, 
insofar as the validity of online fantasy sports in India is concerned the same 
is no longeis no longer a res integra and enjoys protection within the contours of Article 
19(1)(g) of the Constitution of India. 
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